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Across
9 Message from the
nesting box (5)
10/36 Triple winner
revealed in murder
review (3,3)
11 Groan badly for gas
(5)
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15 Farm crossing we're
told for those going
up to higher places
(8)
18 Shots of course once
seen in old papers
(5)
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12 AA follower unaided
finds seafood (7)
14 Confusing info
describing one ship
leads to rupture (7)
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21/22 Verbal command
to embrace assailant
in secrecy (6-6)
25 The question's said
to be a product of
the V&A (5)
27 Musical Mama with
trimmed curls
manufactures
clerical garb (8)
30 Pores expel oxygen
from love apple in
South America (7)
32 Paul Simon, in 1970,
became ingenuous
(7)
35 Seasonal pest
occurring in Central
Georgia (5)
36 See 10
37 Former pupil leaves
the Head's side to
create doggerel (5)
Down
1 Smoker from
Vietnam (4)
2 Back English first,
Greek second (4)

3 Soothing action of
No.8 between
Putney and Mortlake
(8)
4 Native American's
bottomless basket
(4)
5 Criticised if you
accept help to
improve the mind?
(5)
6 To understand a clue
with constant
astronomical
measurement (6)
7 Primarily under
glass, lights improve
the cultivation of this
crop (4)
8 Not initiating
nonsense generates
individuality (7)
13 Present protection
for the crown jewels
(3)

16 Popular sandwich
with a French filling
is pointless (5)
17 Reported money
transfer helps with
guidance (4)
19 Vile account
incorporating
information about
the small intestine
20 A girl, not good, is a
literary heroine (4)
23 Minister acquires
compact deputy to
be used for cooking
(3,5)
24 Most woe can be
produced from those
struggling with 8 (7)
26 Rattled fish in tin (6)
28 Little falcon, once
filmed, regularly
ascending from
Sheikh (3)

29 Ex-politician,
without his socialist
label, heads north to
create youngster(5)
31 The chances of a
theologian being
involved in map
making (4)
32 The highest point of
tossed mace (4)
33 Priest poetically
associated with
currency (4)
34 Glimpses Oxford
and London maybe
but not Cambridge
and Southampton (4)

